
Documentation

Michigan legislation regarding FOIA requests does not allow for
a Glomar Response.  A Glomar Response is "cannot confirm or deny"

as listed above.  28 CFR Part 23 is federal legislation, not state.



Page 1 of a 2015 FOIA request to Michigan State Police.

Page 2 of a 2015 Michigan State Police FOIA request.  Note the
following denial of records including the use of an undercover

officer and informant.



This is from the officer that pulled us over and the event that
started this whole ordeal.  Note Brandon is also noted as he pulled

over behind the Michigan State Police trooper.

Second page of the same ordeal.  Interesting to note the 50000 code
and Obstructing Justice, though uncertain whether that has anything

to do with us.



The City of Petoskey police knew that we had left on our own accord.  Not
only were they aware that a family member had our cat, that our rent
had been paid via money orders, but they also knew that we had taken
several thousands of dollars in cash out of the bank.  This information

was not disclosed to the media, throughout the entire ordeal.

One of the Customs and Border Protection documents that we 
received.  Note that they blacked out the Result (RSLT) line with
a (b) (7) (E) Exemption.  This was when we reentered the United

States from Mexico, on our way back from Panama.



Another document from the Customs and Border Protection showing that
there is a Result (RSLT) with my entering back into the United States from
Mexico.  We had entered on foot back into the United States to give them

no heads up.

Finally a document from the Customs and Border Protection showing one
of our crossing into Canada from Montana.  Note that there is no Result (RSLT).

A copy of our Charter bill showing our real phone number.



A month later our Charter bill had another phone number listed, that was
not our own.  We did not make this change and didn't realize that this had

happened until after the whole ordeal.  We could figure out how they couldn't
find us with all of our other bills, but Charter was one that we originally

didn't have an answer to.  This appeared to be the answer.

Page 1 of a letter received from the CIA about an FOIA Appeal.  



Page 2 of a letter received from the CIA about an FOIA Appeal.  I 
received a Glomar Response, as well as other Exemptions.

A 2015 request to the Petoskey Department of Public Safety regarding
receiving logs that would show that we had justification for having fled

on the 16th of February, 2012, from our home.

My response to my appeal request to Petoskey's Department of 



Public Safety.  We left the range for three days (16th - 18th) though
it was the 16th that we were really after, as that was were the logs

would show collusion with another Agency. 

With a new Director of Petoskey's Department of Public Safety, I once
again made another attempt to get those same records.  Prior I had requested

a large swath of time and had numerous records from the entire time we
were "missing", but always had not received records from the 16th of February, 2012,

as well as when search warrants were done, etc.  Oddly the one date that
I really needed, the 2/16/12, was the date that it appears there was a software

problem and the records were not saved, according to the new Director.  This was
the date that I needed to provide absolute proof of our arguments.



Submitted as evidence of Petoskey's Department of Public Safety having
worked with "the Department of Homeland Security, Agent Brown."

I had seen the Sheriff with my own eyes at the Big Boy meeting, as well
as the Director or Chief of the Petoskey Department of Public Safety, with 

Michigan State Police and men with shirts and ties.  This was on 2/16/2012, both 
agencies had no documentation regarding this meeting.



Pictures of our house while we were "missing".  Top Left: Stairway leading to the upstairs, note the guns.  Top Right: Our
living room with bags of items packed up and ready to go.  Bottom Left and Right: Still living room, with storable foods

packed up and ready to be hauled out of the home.



More picture from when we were "missing".  Top Left and Right: Some gear that we had to use should a necessity ever arise,
including: EMF detector, jammers for cell phones, cameras, bug detector.  Bottom Left: The back of our Tribulation packet,

with additional documentation added in the form of a supplemental letter.  Bottom Right: Ammo, shooting targets and
miscellaneous drawer from a nerd of chargers, cables, etc.

More pictures from when we were "missing".  Top Left: Back of my old computer that was left in our room upstairs.  Top
Right: An officer holds up one of the two Tribulation packets that were in our home.  They only found one.  Bottom Left: A

picture of a screen shot showing the date of 2/15/2012 on Yahoo!.  Bottom Right: Our router that connected our home
computers to our home network, as well as internet.



More pictures from when we were "missing".  Top Left: Books on our main shelf.  Top Right: Another screen shot of the
other computer in our living room, with a date of 2/15/2012.  Bottom Left: More books on our shelf.  Bottom Right: On the

table is a book for our weekly bible study held at our house, as well as Sabrina's life insurance policy and a letter to change the
beneficiary.  This should have set off alarm bells with Petoskey's "missing person" investigation, but it did not. 

More pictures from when we were "missing".  All Photos: Books on our main shelf.



More pictures from when we were "missing".  All Photos: Apparently the Petoskey Department of Public Safety found great
interest in our book collection.  Note a large amount of these books are well known books on history, including world war and

the Soviet Union.



More pictures from when we were "missing".  All Photos: Note the dividers on the shelves that place the books into categories.
We did have a lot of books that the government does not like.  Under the Patriot Act federal investigators are allowed to see

which books someone has checked out at their local library.  What do you want to bet that these are the ones that would set off
bells and whistles, adding the innocent reader who is looking for truth to a federal watchlist.

More pictures from when we were "missing".  Top Left: Our monitor to our CCTV security camera system.  Next to it are
surveillance notes jotted down from happenings prior to us fleeing.  Top Right and Bottom Right: More of our books that are
displeasing the federal government.  Bottom Left: Our DVR to our CCTV security camera system.  This was a local system,

not hooked up to the internet.  



More pictures from when we were "missing".  Top Left and Bottom Left: Guns and ammo found at the top of our staircase.
They were supposed to have been taken out of the home, once we realized we had a problem.  Top Right and Bottom Right:
Our bathroom in disarray from having packed in hast.  We had to flee out of the house, after sneaking in the early morning

hours of 2/18/12.  Our home was being surrounded by police and at least one undercover agent.  We escaped our home at
around 2:45 in the morning, over the backyard fence and into the snowstorm.  



More pictures from when we were "missing".  Top Left: A clear picture of our surveillance notes that Petoskey's Department
of Public Safety took during the execution of a second search warrant.  Top Right: A view into our office of Aardvark

Janitorial LLC and The Weekly Scoop LLC, both of our service businesses.  Bottom Left: A view of our living room, with our
other bookshelves in the background, as well as our personal computer and CCTV security system.  Bottom Right: Another
picture of our office in disarray.  Note the phone, that was the old phone that we had replaced after the static on the line, just

weeks prior to the whole ordeal.

More pictures from when we were "missing".  Left: Picture of our birds left in the hallway, they were supposed to be taken
out of the home.  Right: Our bedroom in disarray from packing in haste.  The trash bags were over the window to keep the

draft down as we had to point a camera directly out the window to prevent a glare and have one camera that could see into the
overnight hours.  

A poster faxed to a buddy's work place, just outside of the city of Chicago.



This was the first FOIA ever sent to the Michigan State Police in late 2012.  Note the following: one of 
our denials is an FBI #.  Only this one time did they acknowledge that, subsequent requests never

mentioned the FBI number again.  



Page 1 from a 2013 FOIA request to the Michigan State Police denying access
to our records.

Page 2 from a 2013 FOIA request to the Michigan State Police that used 
28 CFR Part 23 to deny us.  This is a federal statue, not state of Michigan.



A map of the Michigan State Police's Emergency Management and Homeland Security
Division.  We had a listed address in the Upper Peninsula in Michigan.  Lt. Brown (Agent

Brown?) was in charge of that region.

A copy of an email received regarding the wired money not being received.  Note that
the veteran banker says "this has to be the most difficult wire I have ever

worked with".  



Another email regarding the money wire.  Apparently Bank of America never once
responded to their inquiries regarding the wires.

A copy of the letter from Petoskey's Department of Public Safety regarding no warrants for 
myself.  Please note that the language "to my knowledge" is used by then director John

Calabrese.  The Michigan State Police refused to give my attorney a similar letter.



One of the itemizing sheets from items taken from our home during the execution of a search warrant on 3/5/2012.  They
seized our surveillance notes, yet never once had any concern for our wellbeing.  This after my sister had reported to the
detective on numerous occasions that she had received a weird phone call asking for me.  Why didn't they search out the

source of that call, instead simply disregarding it?  Our response: because they knew who it was.



An oddity that happened.  We had went and visited family in Michigan for the first and only time since we went "missing".
We were cautious about not leaving any trails that we were heading there or back.  Finally upon arriving back in Kalispell,
out of spite, I used my credit card to buy some coffee and headed home.  At that moment someone visited the website using
that web address.  The IP number goes to Burgas, Bulgaria, a place where the CIA is known to house a rendition center.  

 
Page 1 of an OGIS request to get assistance regarding the DOJ's FBI

FOIA process.  



Page 2 of an OGIS request to get assistance regarding the DOJ's FBI 
FOIA process.  OGIS had tried to figure out why the FBI would not run
my name through the NNCP.  The FBI declined to give a reason.  This is

currently being looked into by both Senator Daines and U.S. Representative
Zinke, both of Montana.

A letter from our attorney after having received a copy of our book.



Page 1 from an email to another private investigator looking into that phone call that started the whole ordeal.  



Page 2 of the same email regarding a private investigator looking into that phone number.  Note that there conclusion is that it
appears to be a 'trap line'.  This was the first time I had ever heard that term, of which I am now very aware.

One of three wires being sent to Panama.  Note that the status is: Completed.  We 
should have soon thereafter received the wire.

The second wire out of three, going to Panama.  Note that it is also: Completed.  
Panama is NOT behind in banking.  In many ways the banking in Panama is 

more secure and effective than the United States.  Panama is known to be the "Swiss"



of Central and South America.

The third and final of three wires being sent to Panama, also marked as completed.  When
we wired the money back, of which this one eventually did land in Panama, it took a few

hours for the money to show up from Panama to our bank account in Montana.



An email that a friend received while we were "missing".  Detective Shultz had seen that we had material from A Voice in the
Wilderness (a-voice.org) and decided to email the contact to try and find us.  We had already been accused of being religious
extremist, but now we "appear to have been planning for the rapture"!  The only plan needed for the Rapture is Salvation

through Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior.  



A copy of the first search warrant.  This search warrant was obtained within hours
of my sister filing a missing persons report and after she was told the only thing that

Detective Shultz could do was email, call and knock on our door.  There was an unmarked
white van outside our home during this execution of the search warrant, with a plain 
clothes man standing guard on the corner of our property.  Who joined the Petoskey

Department of Public Safety?  It is unprecedented to receive a warrant that quickly, unless
there is visual reason to suspect a crime has occurred.  A civil lawsuit could have
been filed against this search warrant on a basis of a violation of our civil rights.



A copy of the second search warrant executed at our home on 3/5/12.



A final note about our wires.  According to our bank in Panama there was an investigation
into the money transfer of $8,500.  



A final picture.  Brandon ended up fleeing out to Montana from Michigan, around six months after we left.  This picture he
dubs, 'The Picture from Hell' was perhaps the same car that had been following him around and harassing him late and night.
This car was spotted at the Manistique, Michigan State Police post, where Brandon also had an address listed on his driver's
license.  As he was leaving to Montana he was eating across the street and noticed this car, taking the picture before he left.


